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World Premiere Of Documentary FLYING BOAT
Takes To The Sky & Screen To Headline World's
Largest Aviation Celebration

Thu, July 8, 2021, 1:51 PM · 2 min read

Filmmaker Dirk Braun Makes Directorial Debut

With All-Star Cast Of Aviators

ASPEN, Colo., July 8, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- As if the

skies adorned with thousands of sleek aircraft

making their way to the largest aviation event were

not enough to set the stage for the industry's most

prominent week (The 68  EAA AirVenture Fly-in at

Oshkosh, WI), add to the mix the anticipation of LA-

Aspen based Filmmaker/Photographer/Pilot Dirk

Braun's World Premiere of FLYING BOAT, and the

true spirit of aviation is born.

FLYING BOAT (PRNewsfoto/FLYING BOAT)

The break-out documentary by Aspen-based Red

Mtn Productions and released through Falling

Forward Films, will make its theatrical debut on

Sunday, July 25, 2021 at 9:30 PM at EAA's fly-in

theater https://www.eaa.org/airventure with

approximately 600,000 aviation enthusiasts in

th
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Quote Lookup

1. Ireland to cut deficit more gradually in
capital spending drive

2. Big banks cross their fingers for loan
growth as economy bounces back

3. Stocks Touch Record Highs; Treasury
Yields Decline: Markets Wrap

4. Oracle unit partners with Everest to bring
blockchain to banks worldwide

5. Bank of America falls, American Airlines
shares rise, Delta reports first profit
since 2019
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Recommended Stories
Coin Rivet

Cardano launches new portal for developers
In its latest DeFi innovation, the Cardano Foundation has announced the launch of a new developers’
portal aimed at helping draw developers to the network and lowering barriers to entry.

attendance throughout the week. In addition, the

film will be shown at the Marcus Theatres in

Oshkosh, WI Wednesday, July 28, 2021 at 7 PM.

As part of the film's unveiling, a stunning Grumman

Albatross aircraft, featured in the movie, will make a

special fly-in appearance on Saturday, July 24, 2021

prior to the World Premiere. In attendance will be

Braun and pilot Joe Duke who appeared in the film.

In celebration of the movie, Braun is donating sales

from 100 limited edition fine art FLYING BOAT film

posters (both signed and framed) to Pan Am

Museum Foundation, Wittman Regional Airport in

Oshkosh, WI and Aspen Flight Academy.

Set in the dream of Producer/Director Braun, the 77-

minute aviation documentary is about the

experience of flying the legendary Grumman

Albatross, a near perfect blend of form and

function, told through 10 passionate mechanics and

the pilots who have restored, fly, and maintain the

last remaining examples of this legendary aircraft.

ABOUT THE FILM:

FLYING BOAT is about freedom, aspiration, the

synergy of man and machine, and the artful

relationship with motion, beauty and dreaming that

is expressed metaphorically. Breathtaking aerial

footage of the aircraft in motion is integrated with

untapped archival footage from the long lost era of

adventure and romance. The film underscores the

importance of preserving the flying boat history for

future generations.

Story continues
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Motley Fool

Disney Has the
Best Movie
Di ib iPremier Access is
a hit. It's just a
matter of time…

Motley Fool

Better Buy: Activision Blizzard vs. Zynga
The battle between Activision Blizzard (NASDAQ: ATVI) and
Zynga (NASDAQ: ZNGA) is a story of an established player
facing a competitive threat from an up-and-coming…

Yahoo Finance Video

What Marvel's 'Black Widow' means for the outlook
of movie theaters
Richard Gelfond, IMAX CEO joined Yahoo Finance Live to
break down the outlook for movie theaters.&nbsp;

MarketWatch

These 2 companies had more Emmy nominations
than Netflix
Netflix Inc. received an impressive 129 nominations for the
73rd annual Emmy Awards on Tuesday, but that was only
good for third place among its rivals.

Reuters

Facebook and Instagram will invest over $1 billion in
content creators
(Reuters) -Facebook Inc will spend $1 billion on social media
creators through the end of 2022 in a fight for top talent
announced in a week when TikTok became the first rival…

Motley Fool

What the Opening Weekend of "Black Widow" Means
for Disney
The Marvel Studio's release Black Widow just set a box office
record for 2021, bringing in $80 million in domestic box
office receipts in its opening weekend. Importantly, Disney…

Bloomberg

Twitter Ending Fleets, Its Stories Clone, Due to Lack
of Interest
(Bloomberg) -- Twitter Inc. is shutting down Fleets, the
company’s version of disappearing stories, after it failed to
win the enthusiasm of users. Twitter launched Fleets just…

PureWow

Kate Middleton Used Her Go-To Parenting Move on George (Again) During Royal Outing
Kate Middleton is perfecting her go-to parenting move on her son, Prince...
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InStyle

Kesha Wore a
Naked Dress
Wi h ThThe naked dress
trend lives on.

NY Daily News

Paris Hilton to star on Netflix cooking show
Paris Hilton and Netflix are serving up a new cooking show.
“Cooking With Paris” will star Hilton in what the streaming
service says will not be a standard culinary program. “She’s…

Yahoo Movies UK

'Loki': The biggest talking points from the season
finale and how it sets up a second season
Loki sticks the landing on the season finale, setting up the
MCU and a second season for more adventures.

Refinery29

I Make About $400 A Month & I’m Scared Of Getting
A Raise
In our series Salary Stories, women with long-term career
experience open up about the most intimate details of their
jobs: compensation. It’s an honest look at how real people…

Indiewire

‘Turning Red’ First Trailer: Pixar Unleashes a Beast in
New Film from ‘Bao’ Oscar Winner
"Bao" Oscar winner Domee Shi reunites with Pixar for her
first feature film.

The Daily Beast

Inside Shepard Smith’s Post-Fox News Crash on
CNBC
Photo Illustration by The Daily Beast / Photos CNBCWhether
it’s a poor time slot, behind-the-scenes squabbles, an
outdated news format, a slower post-Trump news cycle, or…

In The Know

Woman warns about 'scary' tactic strangers used to
spike her drink: 'I don't know a woman who doesn't
h lik hi 'A woman on TikTok is sharing her story of almost getting
drugged by strangers at a bar as a warning for others to trust
their instincts.

Associated Press Videos

LeBron James 'nervous' to take on 'Space Jam'
Basketball star LeBron James discusses acting in Looney
Tunes' live action adventure "Space Jam: A New Legacy" and
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reveals why the strong female characters in the film are…

HuffPost

Paris Hilton
Will Hit The
Ki h (Y"Cooking With
Paris" will also
showcase the…

WWD

David Rawlinson 2nd Named Next Qurate Retail CEO
The new CEO will seek to bolster the experiential, digital and
personalization sides of the business, but the general
direction of the company is good.

Quartz

The success of “Black Widow” shows theaters and
streaming can coexist
The big weekend is a win for Disney's experimental hybrid
release model, which could soon become the norm.
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